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1: Portfolio Management and Enterprise Release Management Tools â€“ Enov8
Version Control & Release Management Virtually everything you do in software development will touch on version
control and release management either directly or indirectly. Before we dive into process, there's a couple of logistical
details we need to discuss.

That makes it critical that every single release be built, tested, and delivered following a rigorous process that
ensures quality and minimizes risk. To plan, schedule, and control the build, test, and deployment of releases,
and to deliver new functionality required by the business while protecting the integrity of existing services.
Simply put, a release also called a release package is a set of authorized changes to an IT service. That means
a release can include hardware and software, documentation, processes, or other components that are essential
to successfully implementing an approved change to your IT services. As part of your release policy, ITIL
encourages creating a system for categorizing your releases. To qualify as a major release, it should contain
new hardware or software. More often than not, a major release equates to introducing completely new
functionality. Minor releases make significant improvements to existing functionality, often packaging
together a number of fixes â€” and are often numbered v1. Emergency releases are exactly what they sound
like. As you design your releases, you will have several options for how you plan to deploy, as well. Your
release policies may or may not specify which approach to take, but regardless, you should pay close attention
to the users you are deploying to and the business activities the release will impact to ensure you have the
desired impact. Big bang releases are deployed to all users, all at once. Phased approach releases are more
paced â€” deployed first to a subset of the broader user base, then deployed more gradually to additional users
as part of a scheduled rollout plan. Releases can also be pulled or pushed. A pull approach means the release is
placed in a central location where users can download it at their own will, while a push approach implies that
the release would be pushed out from a central location to each user. Finally, ITIL suggests that you clearly
specify whether the release will be deployed automatically i. To create, test, verify, and deploy release
packages To manage organization and stakeholder change To ensure that new or changed services are capable
of delivering the agreed utility and warranty To record and manage deviations, risks, and issues related to the
new or changed service and take necessary corrective action To ensure there is knowledge transfer to enable
customers and users to optimize use of services that support their business activities Release and deployment
management scope The scope of Release and Deployment Management includes all Configuration Items CIs
that are required to implement a release, including: Virtual and physical assets Training for staff and users All
related contracts and agreements Testing that is carried out as part of the Service Validation Process is not
considered in scope, and neither is authorizing changes. The key phases to release and deployment
management Release and Deployment Management is divided into four distinct phases, beginning with
thoroughly planning what you will release and how, and concluding after the release is deployed and a
post-mortem review is conducted. Release and deployment planning A well-thought-out release and
deployment plan is just one component of your overall Service Transition plan â€” but the point is to clearly
define a set of guidelines for both what a release will include and how you will deploy it into production. The
release and deployment plan is then approved as part of the Change Management process. At the beginning of
the release and deployment-planning phase, change management typically authorizes the planning process to
begin for a release. The plan typically addresses: What changes the release will include Who will be affected
or impacted by the release What risk the release may introduce, if any The audience for the release i. A pilot
rollout may also optionally be planned at this time. Release building and testing Once a plan is in place and
approved by change management, the responsible teams have to build and test the release, including both the
software, documentation, and any other elements the release plan specifies. At the beginning of this process,
documentation is typically created to ensure that developers will be able to build the release package as
accurately and efficiently as possible â€” and throughout the build process, accurate records should be kept so
the build process can be repeated, if it becomes necessary. Most organizations typically follow stringent
procedures, or even provide standard templates for building a complete release package. Ensure you are
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utilizing and following these at every step of the way. Testing happens throughout the process â€” from testing
any and all input CIs, to testing and rehearsing the services before they are deployed live. A few things to
remember along the way: Pilots are a great way to identify and correct any issues with a service before they
are deployed to the entire intended audience. This can dramatically reduce risk. Deployment In this phase, the
release package is deployed to the live environment, beginning when change management authorizes the
release package to be deployed to the target environments. The deployment phase ends with handoff to service
operations and early-life support. Before deploying, ITIL encourages quite a bit of advanced planning and
preparation â€” confirming the target group is ready for the deployment, identifying and attempting to mitigate
any potential risks or disruptions, and specifying the order of how each component of the release will be
deployed like financial assets, processes and materials, the actual service release, etc. After verifying that the
release is functioning as planned, ITIL calls for you to transition the new or changed service over to service
operations in two stages. Feedback is gathered, and evaluations are performed against performance goals â€”
with the results being reviewed and discussed by all involved. Reviews should be careful and thorough,
confirming that all quality requirements have been met, that sufficient knowledge transfer and training were
performed, and that any known errors, fixes, and changes have been adequately documented.
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2: 6 Steps to Better Release Management in Jira
Version control has little to do with release management or deployment, so it makes sense that the VCSs don't try to do
this as well. What I've seen in this area are build or Continuous Integration (CI) servers.

Most free and open-source software packages, including MediaWiki , treat versions as a series of individual
numbers, separated by periods, with a progression such as 1. On the other hand, some software packages
identify releases by decimal numbers: The standard GNU version numbering scheme is major. The choice of
characters and their usage varies by scheme. The following list shows hypothetical examples of separation
schemes for the same release the thirteenth third-level revision to the fourth second-level revision to the
second first-level revision: A scheme may use the same character between all sequences: Number of
sequences[ edit ] There is sometimes a fourth, unpublished number which denotes the software build as used
by Microsoft. Adobe Flash is a notable case where a four-part version number is indicated publicly, as in
Some companies also include the build date. Version numbers may also include letters and other characters,
such as Lotus Release 1a. Using negative numbers[ edit ] Some projects use negative version numbers. One
example is the SmartEiffel compiler which started from Ubuntu Linux uses a similar versioning
schemeâ€”Ubuntu Some video games also use date as versioning, for example the arcade game Street Fighter
EX. At startup it displays the version number as a date plus a region code, for example ASIA. When using
dates in versioning, for instance, file names, it is common to use the ISO scheme: The hyphens are sometimes
omitted. Microsoft Office build numbers are an encoded date: So is the 19th day of the 34th month after the
month of January of the year the project started. Other examples that identify versions by year include Adobe
Illustrator 88 and WordPerfect Office When a date is used to denote version, it is generally for marketing
purposes, and an actual version number also exists. Python[ edit ] The Python Software Foundation has
published PEP -- Version Identification and Dependency Specification [14] , outlining their own flexible
complicated scheme, that defines an epoch segment, a release segment, prerelease and post-release segments
and a development release segment. TeX[ edit ] TeX has an idiosyncratic version numbering system. The
current version is 3. This is a reflection of the fact that TeX is now very stable, and only minor updates are
anticipated. Apple[ edit ] Apple has a formalized version number structure based around the NumVersion
struct, which specifies a one- or two-digit major version, a one-digit minor version, a one-digit "bug" i. In
writing these version numbers as strings, the convention is to omit any parts after the minor version whose
value are zero with "final" being considered the zero stage , thus writing 1. Other schemes[ edit ] Some
software producers use different schemes to denote releases of their software. For example, the Microsoft
Windows operating system was first labelled with standard version numbers for Windows 1. After this
Microsoft excluded the version number from the product name. For Windows 95 version 4. After Windows ,
Microsoft created the Windows Server family which continued the year-based style with a difference: For
minor releases, Microsoft suffixed "R2" to the title, e. This style had remained consistent to this date. The
client versions of Windows however did not adopt a consistent style. First, they received names with arbitrary
alphanumeric suffixes as with Windows ME 4. Then, once again Microsoft adopted incremental numbers in
the title, but this time, they were not version numbers; the version numbers of Windows 7 , Windows 8 and
Windows 8. In Windows 10 , the version number leaped to Alpha and beta releases are given decimal version
numbers slightly less than the major release number, such as Starting at in , the most recent version as of
[update] is Windows is NT 5. Note, however, that Windows NT is only on its fourth major revision, as its
first release was numbered 3. Pre-release versions[ edit ] In conjunction with the various versioning schemes
listed above, a system for denoting pre-release versions is generally used, as the program makes its way
through the stages of the software release life cycle. Programs that are in an early stage are often called
"alpha" software, after the first letter in the Greek alphabet. After they mature but are not yet ready for release,
they may be called "beta" software, after the second letter in the Greek alphabet. Generally alpha software is
tested by developers only, while beta software is distributed for community testing. Some systems use
numerical versions less than 1 such as 0. This is a common convention in open source software. So the alpha
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version of the 2. An alternative is to refer to pre-release versions as "release candidates", so that software
packages which are soon to be released as a particular version may carry that version tag followed by "rc- ",
indicating the number of the release candidate; when the final version is released, the "rc" tag is removed.
Modifications to the numeric system[ edit ] Odd-numbered versions for development releases[ edit ] Between
the 1. For example, Linux 2. After the minor version number in the Linux kernel is the release number, in
ascending order; for example, Linux 2. Since the release of the 2. The same odd-even system is used by some
other software with long release cycles, such as Node. Unlike traditional version numbering where 1. When
they did, they twice jumped straight to point-5, suggesting the release was "more significant". The complete
sequence of classic Mac OS versions not including patches is: Mac OS X since renamed to macOS departed
from this trend, in large part because "X" the Roman numeral for 10 is in the name of the product. As a result,
all versions of OS X begin with the number The first major release of OS X was given the version number
Instead, it was named version This number scheme continues above point, with Apple releasing macOS
Initial versions are numbers less than 1, with these 0. Version numbers as marketing[ edit ] A relatively
common practice is to make major jumps in version numbers for marketing reasons. Sometimes, as in the case
of dBase II , a product is launched with a version number that implies that it is more mature than it is; but
other times version numbers are increased to match those of competitors. Microsoft Access jumped from
version 2. Another example of keeping up with competitors is when Slackware Linux jumped from version 4
to version 7 in As with OS X, however, minor releases are denoted using a third digit, rather than a second
digit. Consequently, major releases for these programs also employ the second digit, as Apple does with OS
X. A similar jump took place with the Asterisk open-source PBX construction kit in the early s, whose project
leads announced that the current version 1. Superstition[ edit ] The Office release of Microsoft Office has an
internal version number of The next version Office has an internal version of 14, due to superstitions
surrounding the number The procedure has continued into the next version, X4. Sybase skipped major
versions 13 and 14 in its Adaptive Server Enterprise relational database product, moving from A Slackware
Linux distribution was versioned Finnix skipped from version This did not, however, stop Maximo Series 5
version 4. It should be noted the "Series" versioning has since been dropped, effectively resetting version
numbers after Series 5 version 1. Significance in software engineering[ edit ] Version numbers are used in
practical terms by the consumer, or client , to identify or compare their copy of the software product against
another copy, such as the newest version released by the developer. For the programmer or company,
versioning is often used on a revision-by-revision basis, where individual parts of the software are compared
and contrasted with newer or older revisions of those same parts, often in a collaborative version control
system. In the 21st century, more programmers started to use a formalised version policy, such as the
Semantic Versioning policy. Versioning is also a required practice to enable many schemes of patching and
upgrading software, especially to automatically decide what and where to upgrade to. Significance in technical
support[ edit ] Version numbers allow people providing support to ascertain exactly which code a user is
running, so that they can rule out bugs that have already been fixed as a cause of an issue, and the like. This is
especially important when a program has a substantial user community, especially when that community is
large enough that the people providing technical support are not the people who wrote the code. The semantic
meaning [1] of version. As a rule of thumb, the bigger the changes, the larger the chances that something
might break although examining the Changelog, if any, may reveal only superficial or irrelevant changes. This
is one reason for some of the distaste expressed in the "drop the major release" approach taken by Asterisk et
alia: Version numbers for files and documents[ edit ] Some computer file systems , such as the OpenVMS
Filesystem , also keep versions for files. Versioning amongst documents is relatively similar to the routine
used with computers and software engineering, where with each small change in the structure, contents, or
conditions, the version number is incremented by 1, or a smaller or larger value, again depending on the
personal preference of the author and the size or importance of changes made. Version number ordering
systems[ edit ] Version numbers very quickly evolve from simple integers 1, 2, These complex version
numbers are therefore better treated as character strings. Operating systems that include package management
facilities such as all non-trivial Linux or BSD distributions will use a distribution-specific algorithm for
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comparing version numbers of different software packages. For example, the ordering algorithms of Red Hat
and derived distributions differ to those of the Debian-like distributions. As an example of surprising version
number ordering implementation behavior, in Debian , leading zeroes are ignored in chunks, so that 5. This
can confuse users; string-matching tools may fail to find a given version number; and this can cause subtle
bugs in package management if the programmers use string-indexed data structures such as version-number
indexed hash tables. In order to ease sorting, some software packages will represent each component of the
major. This allows a theoretical version of 5. Other software packages will pack each segment into a fixed bit
width, for example, on Windows , version number 6.
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3: Systems Configuration, Version Control, Build & Release Management
Release Management features have been integrated into Azure Pipelines and Team Foundation Server (TFS). For more
information, see Build and Release in Azure Pipelines and TFS. The newer web-based version is the recommended
alternative to the server and client version described in this topic.

The newer web-based version is the recommended alternative to the server and client version described in this
topic. If you do not already have Release Management installed, we encourage you to use the web-based
version in TFS Update 2 and above or Azure Pipelines instead of the version described here. If you are already
using an earlier server and client version, you should be aware that no new features will be added to these
versions. These are the instructions for installing the Release Management server and the client. Each tool has
its own permission requirements. If you are upgrading to the latest version of Release Management, first
uninstall the previous update of the Release Management server and client. No data will be lost when you
uninstall because the SQL Server instance is not removed. Then install the latest server and client. When you
configure the latest update for your Release Management server, use the same SQL Server instance that you
used before for the database server. Install the Release Management server Before you install Release
Management Server, confirm that you are a member of the Windows Administrators security group on the
computer where you will install the Release Management server and a member of sysadmin server role in SQL
Server. If you have not already downloaded the Release Management server, do this now. Note that this is a
day trial version of Release Management. For information about obtaining a non-trial version, see How to buy
Release Management or Release Management Licensing. If you want to install to a specific location in the file
system, choose the browse button Restart your computer, if prompted, and then choose Launch. Accept the
default values for the service account and web port Network Service and port or specify alternates. Do not use
the format user domain. After the success message appears, close the configuration summary and the server
console and then install the Release Management client as described next. Most configuration and
administration tasks take place in the client. Install the Release Management client Before you install Release
Management Server, confirm that you are a member of the Windows Administrators security group on the
computer where you will install the Release Management client. If you have not already downloaded the
Release Management client, do this now. Enter the name of the Release Management server. If you changed
any of the default options in your Release Management server setup, you can change the protocol or port
number here so that you can connect to the server.
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4: Release Management - Coupa Success Portal
Version control looks at the components of a system and indicates their change history, typically measured in
www.enganchecubano.com). Release Management cobbles all those different components together to create a block of
components that is the actual release.

The team lead needs to understand when the team can move on to the next thing. The product manager needs
to plan for the new features announcement. And the developer is eager to get feedback on the results of their
work. Developers have full control over deploying their changes to customers which makes it extra important
that those changes are tracked. Is it a single commit? Or is it multiple commits? A typical, deliverable piece of
work often consists of the latter. One of the most popular ways of managing change is creating feature
branches. When finished, they are merged to master via a Pull Request. However, there are often small but
critical additional changes that must be added after the Pull Request has been merged. For example, the color
of a UI element might need an update or the wording in a resource string could use some tweaking. In that
case, you might have multiple Pull Requests resulting in the same logical change. Rather than trying to piece
together piles of Pull Requests, you can group them into a single unit of change. This is where Jira issues
come in. Not only does the Jira issue track your work, but it also notifies interested parties of any updates. But
since the Jira platform is completely flexible, you can add more statuses to track which issues are included in a
specific release. This means the work is complete and ready to ship. This indicates that deployment to a testing
environment is complete. The change has reached customers. Read our documentation for more detailed
instructions on configuring workflows. If your developers are using boards, make sure to add the new
workflow statuses to the board. An easy way to do it: Once there, drag the status to the Done column: In this
case, they can signify if a change is release ready. However, we need to be able to map these commits to Jira
issues, so we can tell which change belongs to which issue. One way to achieve this is by prefixing commit
messages with the issue key: Alternatively, the issue branch can be named after the issue key, which makes it
easy to match the key to the merge commit later. If you create a branch from Jira Software, the branch will
automatically be named after the issue key. After building a release, tag the commit with a version number.
From the git history, parse out the issue keys from the commit messages: You now have a list of Jira issues
that are going into the current release. With a bit of further work this list can be transformed into a JQL query
that can be passed to the Jira server: After getting the list, update all the issues going into the current release
with the version. Released to Staging or Released to Production. Once the deployment has completed
successfully, search for the issues included in the release using this JQL search you can do this in the build, or
as part of a manual process: When these issues are updated, the developers owning the issues and any other
stakeholders watching the ticket will get a notification that the change has been delivered to the testing
environment or to customers. Have more questions about how to do DevOps with Jira? See what other
DevOps practitioners have done on the Atlassian Community The Jira platform is built to improve
collaboration and communication between development and IT teams, an essential part of a successful
DevOps environment. Want to learn more about how to do DevOps better? Check out our DevOps resource
page. Or start a free trial of Jira Software today. Did you find this post useful? Share it on your social network
of choice so your fellow devs can learn about DevOps methods, too!
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5: versioning - What version numbering scheme do you recommend? - Stack Overflow
Release management is the process of managing, planning, scheduling and controlling a software build through
different stages and environments; including testing and deploying software releases.

One of the issues I had which took me far too long to solve is how to restrict the automated trigger of a release
into a Production environment based on the version build quality. This actually turned out to be trivial to
implement. Scenario My scenario is that I use GitVersion as part of my build process to determine what the
version of the build should be based on the git history. Anything that is not a production release version will
have a version suffix on it, for example 1. The production version of that software would then be 1. My
desired deployment workflow is that any build can go into the staging environment as soon as the build is
successful for any build version however only production version builds can go into the production
environment. This works in simple scenarios when I am working on my own projects. More complex software
or when a larger team is involved might also have a development and testing environments before the staging
environment. In that case I automatically deploy every build to the development environment and then allow
testers to manually trigger a deploy to a test environment. Both strategies then end in a manual approval
process to deploy into higher environments like staging and production. Background Release Management
uses triggers to initiate a deployment into any particular environment. For example, an after build trigger
would automatically deploy a release into a staging environment after a build is successful. The trigger to the
production environment would be for the release to occur after the staging environment. There is usually some
kind of manual criteria that would determine when the release should go to the production environment. The
easiest solution to prevent an automated deployment to a production environment is to add an approval
restriction. This means that someone needs to explicitly approve the deployment to production. This stops the
release from automatically going to production directly after a successful deployment to staging but does not
prevent the trigger for the production environment from being attempted. What then happens is that the
approval requests for that environment keep piling up for each release. When a production worthy release is
then available, each pending approval for prior versions need to be rejected before the desired production
release can go into the agent queue. Release Management also has artefact filters. These can be used to tell
Release Management to not trigger a release for an environment if the artefact filter does not match. An
artefact filter can be against a branch or build tag. Solution The desired outcome is that a production release
trigger does not execute if the build version should never go to production. The answer is to use an artefact
filter against a build tag. The way this works is that the build workflow needs to add a tag to the build result
which can then be defined as an artefact filter for the production environment. I use a PowerShell step in my
build that looks at the build number to see if it is in the format of [Major]. This matches the production version
number defined by GitVersion. The execution of GitVersion in the build workflow also sets the build number
to the version it determines. The script will add a Production Ready tag to the build if the build number looks
like a production version. The only other thing to consider is the reusability of the above PowerShell. I wrap
that task up in a task group so it can be used on any build workflow. Now every build will go to the staging
environment, but the production environment will only trigger with approval for a production build version.
Written on September 10,
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6: Release Management - MozillaWiki
Release Management features have been integrated into Azure Pipelines and Team Foundation Server (TFS). For more
information, see Build and Release in Azure Pipelines and TFS. The newer web-based version is the recommended
alternative to the server and client version described in this topic. If you.

Multiple sets are separated by a comma. When Maven encounters multiple matches for a version reference, it
uses the highest matching version. Generally, version references should be only as specific as required so that
Maven is free to choose a new version of dependencies where appropriate, but knows when a specific version
must be used. This enables Maven to choose the most appropriate version in cases where a dependency is
specified at different points in the transitive dependency graph, with different versions. When a conflict like
this occurs, Maven chooses the highest version from all references. Although you can achieve some of the
same results by using a version range expression, a SNAPSHOT works better in a continuous build system for
the following reasons: Because a single artifact can be deployed multiple times in a day, the number of unique
instances maintained by the repository can increase very rapidly. If you are constantly releasing a new version
and incrementing the build number or version, the storage requirements can quickly become unmanageable. In
the Maven coordinates of the artifact, that is, in the project. The periods and hyphens are literals. The version
numbers of artifacts as specified in project. The release version number of Oracle-owned components do not
change by a one-off patch. The release version number changes with a release and always matches the release,
even if the component has not changed from the previous release. The PatchSet fourth position changes when
you apply a PatchSet. The Bundle Patch fifth position changes when you apply a Bundle Patch, Patch set
Update, or equivalent the name of this type of patch varies from product to product. Following are the
examples of valid version numbers: Inside the POM files of artifacts that are part of the Oracle product Inside
POM files that you include in your own projects The version number range should be specified in both the
scenarios. This section describes how version number ranges are specified in Oracle-provided artifacts and
when you are declaring a dependency on an Oracle-provided artifact. When specifying dependencies on other
artifacts, the most specific correct syntax should be used to ensure that the definition does not allow an
incorrect or unsuitable version of the dependency to be used. The version number scheme used by
Oracle-provided artifacts ensures correct sorting of version numbers, for example, Maven will resolve the
following versions in the order shown from oldest to newest:
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7: 7 Understanding Maven Version Numbers
Consider a complete version number like The first group (before the first period) is the release number. A release
introduces major new features, may involve significant internal rework/re-architecting, and may break compatibility with
previous releases or previously-supported platforms.

Users can individually configure the chart. Overdue items You might see overdue items in the progress
information. Overdue items indicator Overdue items also have an additional badge inside their row, like in this
example: Overdue items indicator inside the table of items To find out which items are indicated here, click on
the release name to get to the Release Details screen, and choose the appropriate filter in the top right part of
the page from the Filter menu. Setting an Overdue filter Tracking Releases: Work Items Release Dashboard
page offers a wide array of options to filter the work items in the selected release. First of all it has two
different filters to control the visibility of work items. Top filter The first option is pretty straightforward on
the top filter, it allows to activate filtering based on work item status. The second option lets you choose
between 3 categories, which are: Do not show Test Runs: As the name suggests it allows all type of work
items to be shown, but prevents displaying Test Runs. Show only Test Runs: Inverse of the previous one, just
show the Test Runs in this release. Show all Tracker Items: Show everything regardless of the type of the
work item. Both filter options from top filter can be used simultaneously. The right-side filter panel has a
couple of panels containing filters in different categories. These filters only allow values, which are present in
the currently visible set of work items. For example the following teams are working on the release: Right-side
filter The numbers in the cells show the number of work items, which belong to the given filtering option.
Only one filter from the right-side panel can be active. It is possible to share a filtered view of a release using
the Permament Link option. Permanent link Work Items might reference others. It will move the release to the
"Released" state in its workflow. During the transition the Actual Release Date of this version is automatically
filled in with the current system time for your convenience. Completed releases have not necessarily reached
the end of their life-cycles. They can be either withdrawn if you changed your mind and decided not to release
them or moved to the "End of Life" state to indicate that those releases are not maintained and supported
anymore. The minimalistic default workflow of releases supports only these three states, but please read the
next sections about how to implement your own release workflows. Future Releases A release roadmap is the
plan of future releases with their scheduling and planned issue sets. This is what you see when looking at the
initial state of the Releases category screen. Completed Releases A release history is simply the log of
completed releases with their release dates and their fixed issues sets. This is what you see at the bottom part
of the release list after checking the "Show released" checkbox. Generating Release Notes Writing release
notes documents is time consuming work. In codeBeamer, you can generate release notes simply by clicking
the Release Notes link in top-right corner of a release box. In the next screen you can choose in which format
you want to generate the document: The results are immediately available and can be copied to product
documentation or to a webpage. The default release notes documents contain simplistic issue lists. To support
custom content and formatting, release notes are generated from templates. Certain conditions have to be met
for listing issues in release notes. To make an issue appear in release notes both of the following conditions
have to be satisfied: Properties can be altered on Fields tab of tracer customization by clicking on the Option
link of the corresponding field. Before making any changes to these settings please refer to the "Status and
Resolution Meaning" section of Tracker Workflows wiki page. These settings have direct effect on workflows
and their behaviors. Option window of Status field of default Bugs tracker Figure: Editing window of
Resolved option of Status field of default Bugs tracker Figure: Option window of Resolution field of default
Bugs tracker Figure: Editing window of Fixed option of Resolution field of default Bugs tracker Customizing
the Default Release Workflow The default workflow for releases is deliberately kept at a bare minimum.
Release workflows are identical with regular tracker workflows under the hood, so please read the Tracker
Workflows page for more details about how to use and configure workflows.
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8: Software versioning - Wikipedia
To come to fruition, software projects take investment, support, nurturing and a lot of hard work and dedication. Good
release management practices ensure that when your software is built, it will.

9: Release Management with codeBeamer
Release and Deployment Management aims to plan, schedule and control the movement of releases to test and live
environments. The primary goal of this ITIL process is to ensure that the integrity of the live environment is protected
and that the correct components are released.
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